On Art and Resistance in Ukraine

2 November 2022, 7pm
Iryna Tsilyk, Kyiv
The Earth Is Blue as an Orange, Ukraine 2020, 74 mins
Film screening followed by Q&A with the director

15 December 2022, 7pm
Vasyl Cherepanyn, Kyiv
Revolution at War: Art and Politics in Ukraine
Lecture followed by discussion

19 January 2023, 7pm
Kateryna Botanova, Basel / Kyiv
Two-Fold Decolonial War in Ukraine: Images of Emancipation and Resistance

Svitlana Biedarieva, London / Kyiv
Ukraine’s New Art in a Time of War: Dismantling the Colonial Narrative
Lectures followed by discussion

All events will take place in English.

More information:

Contact: Nataliya Stupka, stupka.natalya@gmail.com and Denis Uhreniuk, denis.uhreniuk@web.de
Contact, Universität Hamburg: Petra Lange-Berndt, Department of History of Art and Anja Tipper, Institute of Slavic Studies
Artwork: Alevtina Kakhidze, Muzych, Kyiv Oblast, 2022
Layout: Annabell Uhreniuk, Kyiv

This series of events is supported by Liebelt-Stiftung, Hamburg.